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PREFACE 
This investigation evolved from an initial interest in 
the psychological effects of muscular relaxation training. 
Reading activities motivated by this interest gradually 
shifted to research designed to investigate the effects of 
muscular tension on mental activity. As the writer's 
knowledge in this area. increased, it became more and more 
apparent that it would be desirable to investigate the rela.• 
tionship, if any, between muscular tension and the operation 
of mental set in problem solving behavior. 
Since it is the function of the teacher, counselor, and 
psychotherapist to create learning situations conducive to 
successful problem solving behavior, it becomes important 
that they know the effects of the variables related to the 
learning process. If a relationship is found between tension 
and the operation of mental set, then this information can 
be utilized to facilitate more effectively successful problem 
solving behavior. The purpose of this study is to pr·ovide 
information relative to this relationship. 
The writer feels very keenly his indebtedness to the 
many people who helped make this work possible. The author 
wishes to express his appreciation to Dr. Harry K. Brobst, 
chairman of the committee, for his constant encouragement 
iii 
and understanding; also to Dr. s. L. Reed, Dr. M. R. 
Chauncey, Dr. Alexis M. Anikeef, Dr. Hoy Gladstone, and D:r·. 
Roy E. Sormnerfeld, the other members of the c01r.rrnittee., for 
their valuable guidance e.nd assistance during the investi-
gation.. Appreciation is expressed also to Professor Carl E. 
:Marshall for his help in the statistical treatment of the 
data and to Mr.. 1'ed Stevens and Mr. Robert Morgan for their 
assistance during the administration of the experiment. 
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CtL4PTEH I 
THE PROBLTI:N 
Introduction 
Problem solving behavior may be exhibited by an organism 
when it is confronted with an ambiguous situation which 
interferes in some way with the satisfaction of its needs. 
If the organism's response is directed toward the clarifica-
tion of the ambiguous situation then the Ectivity is properly 
refer1--ed to as problem solving behavior. 
Successful problem solving behe.vior s on1etimes requires 
a reorientation to the fe.ctors involved. This reorientation 
is normally an integrative process in which the relevant 
factors are assigned new values and meanings. A problem. may 
be unsolvable when an established habit response is employed, 
but the same problem will become solvable when the habitual 
response is replaced by a new and mor•-e adaptive response. 
When p1~oblem solving behavior is inhibited by the occurrence 
of habitual responses, then this inhibiting ftrntor is 
variously referred to as 11mental set, n '1persevera.tion, 11 or 
nmental rigidity. nl 
1J. J. Gibson, ''A Critical Review of the Concept of Set 
in Contemporary Experimental Psychology, 11 fs:y;chological 
Bulletin, XX.XVIII (Novem.ber, 1941), 781-817. 
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A habit may be regarded S.$ having both a positive aspect 
and a negative aspect. The positive aspect is manif'est to 
the extent to which the habit is an adaptive response. The 
negative a.spa.ct is manifest :to the extent to which the habit 
interf'ers with a more adaptive response. If a he.bit is 
regarded in this manner, then the occur1"'ence of a habitual 
response under a specified condition can be evaluated in 
terms of its positive and negative qualities. For the 
purposes of this study a habitual response becomes a mental 
set when the negative aspect predominates. 
Since it appears that mental set operates in many prob ... 
lem .solving situations, it becomes important to know what 
f'a.ctors influence the operation of mental set. It is the 
purpose of this study to investigate the effect of self-
induced muscular tension on mental set in problem solving 
behavior. 
Statement of the Problem 
--
Bro·adly conceived, the problem is to discover the rela-
tionship between muscular tens.ion and the operation of mental 
set in problem solving behavior. More specifically, the 
problem has three aspects -whieh must be delineated clearly .. 
One aspect is the effect of muscular tension on the initial 
establismnent of mental set. Another aspect is the effect 
of muscular tension on behavior after the mental set has 
been established. Finally, the third aspect is the effect 
3 
o.f a change of muscular tension on behavio.r after the mental 
set has been established. Thus, the problem breaks down 
into three parts. First, does self-·indueed muscular t.ensi.on 
facilitate, inhibit., or have no e.ff.eet on the establishment 
of n1enta:l set? Second, does self-induced muscular tension 
facilitate, inhibit, or have no effect on the ability to 
overcome mental set? Third, does a change of muscular 
tension f'aeilita.te., inhibit. or have no effect on the a.bil ... 
ity to overcon1e mental set? This research ef'f'ort is directed 
toward obtaining ansii-r-ers to the sa three questions. 
Hzyotheses 
The experimental method may be more ef.ficiently em-
ployed if the proble1n is restated in terms of' the acceptance 
or rejection of three basic hypo.theses. Formulated as nlill 
hypotheses they take the following for-il'l.: 
First Hypothesis--Self•induced nmseular tension has no 
effect on the establishment of mental 
set. 
Second Hypothesis.--Self-induced muscular tension has no 
effect on the ability to overcome 
n1ental set. 
Third Hypothesis--A change of muscular tension has no 
ef'.t'ec.t on the ability to overcome 
mental .set. 
Valid tests of these three hypotheses will furnish 
answers to the three questions contained in the thesis 
problem. 
1+ 
CHAPTER J;I 
SURVEY OF THE LITERA'!'URE 
Although a sea.reh of the literature failed to reveal 
any research effort dealing directly with the thesis prob-
lem., there were a number of reported research studies which 
provided the groundwork for the problem. The most pertinent 
rese.arch studies were those which investigated the operation . 
of' mental. set and those which were designed to determine the 
various effects ·of self-induced muscular tension on mental 
activity. 
Studies Which Have .Demonstr&te.d the Effect o:r 
Mental Set in Problem Soiv!ng-nehavior --
Boring1 gives a historical account of the beginning.a of 
the concept of set.. Aeeording to his account,. Marbe., A.ch., . 
Watt., and others at Wfi.rzburg recognized the operation of 
mental set and coined terms to label the important aspects 
of the phenomenon. The term. Aufge:be :referred to the task or 
purpose that precedes a conscious aouI>se. The Aufgabe would 
1E. G. Boring, !, Histoa; 2'_ !'9£perimenta). Psychology 
( New York, 19.50 ). , pp. 404-410. 
induce in the subject an Ei:ns,tellung or "set." Warren2 
de.fines Einsteliung as: 
The set which 1nmiedia.tely predisposes·an organism 
to· one type of motor or conscious act" 
6 
Gibson3 .reports tha.t the be.st known experimental exar.1• 
ple of this early period seems to be Ach's demonstration 
that a subject's reaetion to the presentation of two numbers 
was dependent upon whether the task prescribed was adding, 
subtracting, or. nmltiplying. The purpose of the subject" 
rather than the stinmli or their associative tendencies, 
determines the reaction. 
Rees and Israe14 made one of' the earliest reported 
studies which dealt directly with the operation of mental 
set in problem solving behavior. With the use 0£ 
Ma.mbi.guous n .anagrams., \'1hieh o.ffered possibilities of solu-
tion in more than Ol'le wa:y, they weX'e able to demonstrate 
that sets established by the usual method of verbal instruc-
tion influenced def'initely and e.onsistently which one of the 
alternative solutions would be obtained. It was :found also 
that sets may be induced through experience or training tJith 
2H. c. Warren., J?ictionar;t . 2! Psycholo& (l\Tew York., 
1934)., p. 371. 
3J. J. Gibson., nA Crit.ie$;1 Review of the Coneept of Set 
in Contemporary E.:x:p~.rimental Psychology., u Pszchological 
~lletin, XXXVIII (1\fovem'ber, 1941) :,, 781-817. 
b.-H. J. Rees and H. C. Israel, "An Investigation of the 
Establishn1ent and Operation of Mental Sets" tt Ps:ychological. 
Monographs., XLVI, No. 6 . , {tfuole Mo. 210),, 193~,, 1-27. 
m-aterials o:f appropriate nature that are equally as effec-
tive as those established by instructions. An additional 
7 
finding of this study was that a set may operate to a high 
degree of eff'ectiveness wi'l;;hout the subject is being aware of 
having the set. 
Siipola5 round that under certain conditions a set may 
carry over and af'fect performance in subsequent tasks, When 
subjects were given verbal instructions to look :for names o:f 
animals or birds in equivocal items presented on a screen, a 
set induced by these instructions strongly affected perform-
ance on a .subsequent task which involved the completion of 
skeleton words. 
Sells6 found that unconscious sets had an ei'fect upon 
syllogistic reasoning. In his experiments he analyzed a 
type of set, induced by the premises of a syllogism, which 
was demonstrated to determine the conclusion quite apart 
from logical validity. According to Sells this type of set 
was involuntary, unverbalized, and unreportable by intro .... 
spection. A concept, identifi.ed as ua.tmo.sphere effect," was 
developed in this study. Sells defines this concept as: 
5E. M. Siipola., 0 A Group Study of Sora.e Effects of 
Preparatory Set,n Ps~cho~ogieal Monos;rapla§,, XLVI., No. 6, 
{Whole No. 210), 193, 27-38. 
6s. B. Sells.,·"The Atmosphere Effect: An Experimental 
Study of Reasoning., 0 Archives 9.!.. fsycholo&, .XXIX., No. 200, 
1936., 72. . . 
A temporary set of the individual, arising within 
a situation, to complete a. task with that one of' 
several alternative responses which is most 
similar to7the general trend or tone of the whole 
situation. 
8 
The most exhaustive stud:y eoncerning set :found in the 
literature was accomplished by Luehins8 about fifteen years 
ago. Under the sponsorship of' Max Wertheime.r, Luchins con-
strue ted a series o:r l-1ater• jar problems ahd utilized these 
problems in a number of experiments designed to investigate 
the operation o:r mental set. Not only did the results of 
his experiments firmly establish the validity o.f the concept. 
o:r mental set, but also a large amount of data was collected 
which yielded information concerning the actual operation of 
mental set. An additional eont.ribution made by Luehins was 
origination of the water-jar problems. These problems gave 
experimenters a valuable exper·imental tool for investigating 
the operation of mental set. 
Studies ·whieh Have Investigated Factors Related !2 
~ Operation s!. Mental ~ 
Luchins9 failed to find a clear cut relationship 
between I. Q. and the operation of mental set. The e.ffeots 
7llli,., p. 1. 
8A. s. Luchins, tfMeehanization in Problem-Solving: The· 
Ef:feot of Einstellung, 0 ,E.e~chological; Monographs, LIV, No. 6, 
Cfuole No. 248), 1942, 1-7 • · 
9Luchins, .212.• .2;li• , pp. 18-22. 
9 
of set were found to be quite large in both the high I. Q. 
groups and the low I. Q. groups. Ther-e were rather definite 
indications, however, that the .effects of mental set were 
greater in secondary school pupils than in college students. 
The type of classroom instruction to 'Which ·the students had 
been accustomed also seemed to be related to the oper•ation 
of' set, Those students who were accustoU1ed to a 0 demo-
cratic" type of classroom atmosphere seemed to be less sus-
ceptible to set tha.n those who were accustomed to a. more 
nauthoritarianu type. 
10 Guetzkow found th.at the ACE scores .of those subjects 
who were susceptible to set were significantly lower than 
those who were not susceptible to set~ He also found that 
·t;he women who were able to surmount set had significantly 
higher ACE scores than t~ose who were not able to s,urmount 
set. This latter relationship did not hold true f'or the 
men. An additional relationship reported by Guetzkow was 
that those subjects who were susceptible to set peri'orraed 
less well on a 12-!tem Reasoning Test than those subjects 
who were non-susceptible to set. 
Fisher11 performed an experiment in which he compared 
the mental rigidity manifested by eonve.rsion hysterics, 
10Htarold Guet.zkow, "An Analysis of the Operation of' Set 
in Problem Solving Behavior," Journal £.t (Jeneral Psycholog;y;, 
XLV (October, 1951} ,. 219-2Lt1~. . . 
11seym.our Fisher, ttPatte:rns:·in Personallty Rigidity and 
Some of Their Deterrn.1nants,u·Ps1chological Monographs, LXVI, 
No. 1, (Whole No. 307L, 1950, 1.i.i-42. 
10 
pax•anoid schizophrenics, and normals. As a part of his 
study he investigated the relationship between rigidity and 
intelligence and failed to find any relation between the two 
variables. The results did indicate that conversion 
hysterics and paranoid schizophrenics were more rigid than 
noPmals. 
There have been a number of recent investigations of 
the relationship between arL"'{lety and Yi1ental r·:tgidity. The 
results of these studies give convincing evidence that there 
is a positive relationship between these two variables 41 
Beier12 used two equated groups of female gx·aduate stu-
dents and induced an."'\.iety in one of the groups. Both groups 
were then tested for ·measures of rigidity and disorganiza-
tion. The rneasuring instrmnents we1.,e an abstract reasoning 
test, a sorting test, and a mirror drawing test. From the 
results Beier concluded that individuals in a stage of 
induced anxiety show greater rigidity and disorganization ir1 
the perceptual fields. 
Christie13 conducted a similar experiment in which a 
set was induced through the use of Luchins' we.ter·-jar 
problems. After the set we.s induced in all subjects, the 
12Ernest G., Beier, "The Eff'ect of Induced Anxiety on 
Some Aspects of Intellectual Functioning: A Study of the 
Relationship between An ... xiety and Rigidity, ti ~
g_sychologist, IV (July, 191~9)., 273•272t• 
13R.ichard Christie, wrhe Effect of Frustration· Upon 
Rigidity in Problem S0lving 11 11 ~i.~ Psys,hpj._qe~is~,., V {July, 1950), 296-297. 
11 
cont1°ol group .received a readily solvable problem and the 
experimental group received an insolvable problem. given 
under conditions designed .to induce frust,ration. An extinc-
tion problem which could not be solved by the set but was 
readi1y solvable by another solution method was then. given 
to both groups. The perfon:aance of the two gi~oups then was 
compared. It was co11.eluded that the effects of frustration 
upon an established set were such that the strength of the 
set was increased and behavioral rigidity was manifested 
after such frustl?ation. 
Cowen1L~ studied the relationship between psychological 
stress and problem.-.solving rigidity. The instrU111ent; used to 
measure rigidity was Luchins' series of ·water-jar :problem.s. 
Th:t•ee groups were used in the experiment: a non-stress or 
control grou-p, a mild stress gr•oup, and a strong stress 
group. Cowen concluded, on the basis of' the experimental 
results, that increasing degree.s of experin1entally induced 
psychological stress elicited increasing amounts of problem.-
solving rigidity. 
In another study Cowen15 used what he called a 0 stress 11 
group and a ''praise'' group. !J;he '1stress'1 group was 
1L~E111ory L. Cowen, nThe Influence. of Varying Degrees of 
Psychological Stress on Problem-Solving Rigidity, n .~ournal 
~. ~or-rr1a.,l .. !ll£l Social 1:~z~polog;y:,, XLVII (June, 1952), 512-
:>-'-9. 
12 
subjected to an experimentally induced stress condition 
while the "praiseu group was praised for their previous per-
forr!lance. It was found that 'the "praise n group was signifi-
cantly less rigid than the 11stressn group in their behavior 
on we.tar-jar problems. 
Kendler, Gree:nberg, and Richumn16 conducted an experi-
ment to discover whether distributed practice is superior 
to massed practice in the learning of a mental set. Half of 
the subjects were presented a series of water-je.r problems. 
1.1:nder massed conditions while the rem.aJ.nder had a three 
minute interval between successive problems. The strength 
of the set response was measured by a test problem which 
could be solved with the set method or with a sim:.pler non-
set method. The results indicated that the mental set was 
learned to a stronger degree under conditio.ns of massed 
practice. 
A recent experiment by Luchins17 investigated the rela-
tion between mental set and concreteness of thinking •. 
Mental set was measured by responses on water-jar problems 
and concreteness of thinking was measured by responses to a 
similarities subtest of the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence 
16Howard H. Kendler ,. · Arthur Greenberg, and Howard 
Richrnan, "The Influence of Massed and Di.stributea Practice 
on the Developra.ent of' Mental Set, n Journal 2£ E:,"'{perimental 
Psycho1op.;;y;, XLII (January, 1952), 2~ 
17A .. s. Luchins, 11The Einste11ung l'est of Higidity: 
It,s Relation to Concreteness of Thinking,fl Journal t2,f 
Consultin~ Psyeholop;,J;;, XV (1951), 303 ... 310. 
13 
Scale. 'fhe results showed a rather• consistent but generally 
unreliable trend toward a positive relationship between 
behavioral rigidity and COl'lCJ':'e,Geness of thinking. 
Bills18 was the first investigsd:;or to experimentally 
investigate the relation between induced tension and mental 
work. In each of the four experiments conducted by Bills, 
the performance of a group of subjects ope:r•ating under a 
tension condition was compared with the performance of a 
group of subjects opera.ting under a norrual condition. Those 
in the 0 Tensionn group were required to hold a specific grip 
p:r.•essure with each hand. Two hand aynamometers were used to 
rueosure the degree of Pl"essure being exerted. 111hose in the 
n1forr11al n group ope1->ated without any induced tension.. . The 
mental activities of memorization, adding columns of digits, 
and letter naming were. investigated. On the basis of ·the 
i-•esults, Bills concluded that induced muscular tension does 
increase the eff'iciency of mental work. 
Freernan19 found that extrerne degrees of induced tension 
inte.rfer'e. with pe:rformance dUJ?ing a coHrdina.ted pursuit te.sk. 
----~-------------·---·-·-~ 
18Arthur G. Bills, rtrrhe Influence of Muscular 'Tension 
· on the Efficiency of Mental Work, 11 ~m.rj..q,,,aq .tl',2qr11.~ of 
P~.z.9holo~, XXXVIII (April, 1927), 227•2,Sl. 
19G. L. Freeman, "The F'acilitatlve and Inhibitory 
Effects of Muscular Tension Upon Performance ,fl ~me:£..,1=.~.~:q. 
Journal .2f. f..§Y:cholofpz:, XLV (Januar-.r, 1933), 17-52. 
Other results o:f his inve,stigation showed that there were 
detrimental effects resulting from both hyper• and hypo-
tension, 
Jacobson•s 20 work with muscular relaxation has sho,In 
14 
that mental activity is difficult, if not impossible, under 
extreme relaxation. His experimental procedure involved an 
objective measurement of muscular tension during thought 
processes. The subjects were instructed to relax their 
-· 
muscles progressively and report their subjective thought 
processes. It was found that when a subject was in a state 
of extreme relaxation there w.ere no conscious thought 
processes occurring. 
Following this early experimental work, Stauffacher21 
demonstrated that there is an optimal level of tension, 
induced by squeezing dynamometer handles, under which serial 
memorizati·on of nonsense syllables is most e:f'ficient. 
Tensions below and above the optimum resulted in less facil-
itation. Another finding of signif'ieance in this study was 
that the induced tension condition facilitated the perf'orm-
ance of the poor learners but was detrimental to the 
per:f'ormance oi' the good learners. 
-----,~-·---------·-~ 
20Eamund Jacobson, ft,oe;ressiv.2, Rela~ation (Chicago, 
1937). 
21J. C. Stauffacher,_ nThe Effect of Induc.ed Muscular 
Tension Upon Various Phases of' the Learning Process n 
Journal of ~per:tmental .fsycholoroz:, XXI (July,. 1937), 26-46. 
In another study by Bills and Stauf'facher~2 , in which 
the mental. work was the solution of 'Detectograms 1 (m.inia"' 
ture mystery stories) and the tension was induced by hand 
dynamometers, it was found that good perrormers were made 
less efficient by the int.roduction of tension and the poor 
performers were facilitated in their work, 
Gourts23 found that with successive degrees of dynamom-
eter tension, induced by gripping with the right hand, 
memorization is progressively more efficient until the 
optimal tension is reached. The optimal tension was 
measured to be the amount of tension produced by dynamometer 
pressure equal to one-fourth of a pre-determined base 
pressure. The base pressure fo.r each subject was the amount 
of pressure exerted at the end of thirty seconds of n1aximum 
effort in a preliminary trial. Higher degrees of tension 
resulted in successive decrements.in per:formance. Under 
tension induced by pt>essure equal to three-fourths of the 
base, memorization .fell below the normal level o.f perf'ot'n1• 
a.nee. Courts f'ound no difference in the effects of tension 
on good and poor memorizers. 
22A. G •. Bills and J. C. Stauffacher, ''The In.fluenee of 
Voluntarily Induced Tension on Rational Problem Solving, 0 
Journal .2.f. Psychology, IV (1937), 261-271. 
23Fredericl1'. A. Courts, "'Relations Between Experimental-
ly Induced Muscular Tension and Memorizs.tion,n Journal ,gL 
Exnerimental Psychology;, XXV (September, 1939), 235-2'.56. 
16 
Courts24 conducted another investigation in which he 
sought to discover the relation between i.nduced tension and 
performance on a pursuit rotor. The tension condition was 
induced through the use of the hand dynamometer. The 
results of this expe1~iment showed that this type of learning 
was facilitated by induced muscular tension. It also was 
f'ound that there was an optimal amount or tension f"or facil ... 
it;ating effects. 
An investigation by Knott25 yielded evidence showing 
that increased proprioceptive s.timulation reduced the latent 
time of blocking of the alpha rhythpl, The increased 
proprioceptive stimulation was. accomplished by requiring the 
.subjects to hold ten-pound weights. 
Freeman26 made a study in which optimal tension for 
various performances was investigated. The muscular tension 
was induced in the lower limbs by the maintenance of various 
pressures-. The subj<scts ls:y on a comfortable cot and pushed 
with their f'eet against lever arrangements attached to 
ordinary spring balance scales. It was found that induced 
24Frederick A. Courts,_ uThe Inf'1uenee of Practice on 
the Dynamogenic Effect of Muscular Tension.,n Journal of 
Experimental PsychoLogy. XXX (June, 1942);. 5o[i:-511. -
25John R. Knott, nsome Er.facts of' •Mental Set' on the 
Electro-physiological Processes of the Human Cerebral 
Cortex, tt Journal of Experiment.~l, Psychology; XXIX {April, 
1939), 38}i-405. 
260 .. L. Freeman; "The Optimal Muscular Tension for 
Various Per:rorroa.nces," Ame1•ican Journa:l ,2.t f'sxcholog:y, L.I 
(January, 19 38) • 146-150. · 
tension inhibited per.formance on. mirror star-tracing and 
mental arithmetic. Inhibition of' performance on these two 
activities 1t1as noted f'or all degrees of induced ·tension. 
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In another .study by Freeman27 it was shovm that optimal 
fa.c.ilitation is obtained fro111 tension induced 1n muscle 
groups most closely associated with the reacting membe,r • 
. The performance investigated in this study was finger oscil--
la tion. Tension was induced by having the subject hold a 
.specified pressure against a spring postal scales. 
Za:~tman and Cason28 investigated the influence o.t' 
induced muscular tension in the leg muscles on the ability 
to solve forty ... eight short arithmetical problems selected 
from a number of intelligence·tests. The investigators con .... 
eluded from the results of the experiment that increasing 
the tension of the right leg does not in itself definitely 
increase the efficiency of solving arithmetical problems. 
Additional relationships were reported by Courts29 in a 
comprehensive review of the relations between muscular 
tension and per.formanee.; According to Courts., experimenters 
270. L,. Freeman., "The Optimal Locus of 'Anticipatory 
Tensions' in Muscular Work.,t-t Journal of Experimental 
}!sychology, XX.I (November . ,, 1937)., !;:g'4.=!6!i,". '. . . 
28Eana N. Zartman and Hulsey Cason., ttThe Influence o.t 
an Increase. in Muscular T.ension on Mental Activity., n Journal 
.2f. Experimental Pszchologz, XVIr (October., 19.34)" 671-679. 
29'.Frede:rick A. Courts,, tfRelations Between Muscular 
Tension and :Pertormanee •. ,.i Pszchologieal Bulletin, XXXIX 
(June, 1942), 347-368. · · 
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have demonstrated that induced tension has a detrimental 
effect on affective judgments and on learning to toss tennis 
balls at a target. Courts also states that other investiga-
tors have found that induced tension had no effect on the 
mental activities of continuous addition, syllogistic 
reasoning, and selection of analogies. 
Summary .2f. ~ Literature 
It appears as if su:Cficient experimental evidence has 
been presented in this chapter to firmly establish set as a 
valid phenomenon. Its effects were demonstrated by a numb er 
of investigators in various kinds of problem solving behavior. 
Luchins identifies this phenomenon as Einstellung, Sells 
l abels it as natmosphere effect, 11 Gib son prefers to call it 
"set," Siipola uses "prepar atory set," and Rees and Israel 
call i t nmental set. n Although there is a discrepancy in 
terminology used to identify the phenomenon, there appears to 
be agreement among the experimenters when it i s defined 
operationally. 
The results of the studi es which i nvestigated f actors 
related to mental set showed that the operation of mental 
set was dep endent upon a number of f actors. The v ar iabl es 
of anxiety, ACE scores, performance on a reasoning test, 
school grade level~ and classroom atmosphere were f ound to 
be related significantly to the operation of mental s et. 
Since these factors seem to be related to mental s et, an 
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effort was made by the writer to control them in the prese1't 
experiment. 
Although a number of experimental studies have been 
ma.de to inves;cigate the effects of tension on mental activ-
ity, there is still no general statement tha.-1; may be made 
concerning the relationship between the two variables. 
Investigato:r•s, utilizing a variety of' techniques for induc-
ing tension .and variety of' mental tasks to be executed under 
the additional experimentally induced tension,. have reported 
varying results.. Some experimenters have found facilitat.ion 
of mental work,. others have i-•evealed inhibition, and some 
have observed no appreciable influence., It is the purpose 
of this study to investigate the effects ot: one ldnd · and 
amount of muscular tension on. ·the operation of mental set. 
CHAP'I1Im III 
SUBJEC'l1S, METHODS, A"ND MATERIALS 
Three hundred and sixty-one college students enrolled 
j_n Introductory Psychology at Oklahoma .Agricultural and 
Mechanical College were used as subjects. The subjects were 
enrolled in six Introductory Psychology classes. There were 
approximately sixty-three per cent freshmen, twenty-three 
per cent sophon10res, and fourteen per cent juniors and 
seniors. 'I1he pPoportion of' males to females was approx:L-
ma tely equal with fif'ty-one per cent of the subjects being 
males. The variability of age in the group was relatively 
small with eighty-six per cent of the subjects between the 
ages of eighteen and twenty-one. 
The self'-induced muscular tension condition was created 
by requiring the subjects to hold the prongs of a clip type 
clothes pin between the front teeth and to apply enough 
pressure to force the prongs together. This tension condi-
tion was maintairwd by requiring the subject to koep the 
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prongs barely touching during the time allotted for solving 
a particular problem, 
The clothes pins used a.s the tension instruments were 
the cmnmon wooden spring type. Grooves were cut approxi-
mately one-eighth of an inch from the end of ea.ch prong to 
provide a seat f.or the subject 1s teeth. The spring on each 
clothes pin was adjusted to a strength which would require 
five pounds of pressure to keep the prongs barely touching. 
An error of plus or minus one-eighth of a pound pressure was 
permitted. 
futterial§_ 
Problems ~ i2, Measure 2 O:eeration EL Mental .s .. t?,t, 
A series of eight water jar problems was used to elicit 
problem solving behavior. The problems were the same prob-
lems whi.ch have been used in a number of other research 
efforts investigating the operation of mental set. The 
specific problems used in this experiment are listed in 
Table I. 
The demonstration problem (D1 ) and the set-inducing 
problems (S1, s 2 , s 3 , S4_, and S.5} are solvable by first, 
filling container B f'ull, then filling container ,A .full once 
by pouring frcrm container B, and finally filling container C 
full twice by pouring from container B. This operation 
leaves the required amount of water in container B. Alge• 
braically this solution takes the form of B - A - 2C. All 
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the first set-inducing problems can be solved by applying 
this formula. 
TABLE I 
PROBLEMS USED IN IJ:11:LE EXPERIMENT 
Given the Obtain this 
Problen1 Following Amount of Solution 
Identlfication Containers Water Method 
~aJl.liil:.<11:.lllii-.,ilr:;- .4 WWWGl.lo )Iii.Ml -..i..,i1s,rnz ,.. -~ECJl!llt 
-
A B C 
Dl 21 127 3 100 B-A-2C 
S1 1+3 89 7 32 B--A ... 2G 
S2 14 163 25 99 B-A-2C 
S3 18 43 10 5 B-A-2C 
S4 9 42 6 21 B-A-2C 
Sc: 20 57 3 31 B-A-2C 
;;> 
Cl 23 48 3 20 A-G 
c2 28 78 3 25 A-C 
c".) 
;) 
19 53 4 23 A+G 
The critical problems (C:p c2 , and c3J are unsolvable 
by the solution method eraployed in solving the set-inducing 
problems. These problems can be solved re.ther easily, 
however, by using only containers A and c. The first and 
second critical problems (c1 and c 2 ) can btll solved simply by 
first., :filling container A, then filling container G full 
once by pouring from container A. 'I'his leaves the required 
amount of water in container A. Algebraically this solution 
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takes the form A ... c. The third critical problem (c3 ) can 
; 
be solved by filling both container A and container C full 
once. This solution takes the algebre.:tc form of A + C • The 
basic assumption is that the process of applying the solu-
tion method of B - A "". 2G to the set-dnducing problem.s 
creates a mental set which inhibits the ability to solve the 
critical problems, 
1 The Taylor Anxiety Scale was used to measure the vari-
able of' anxiety. This test is composed of fifty questions 
which are answered with ei.ther a "yeslt or "no" response~ A 
scoriri-45 key, provided with the test, enables the grader to 
determine ii' the response to a pa1 .. ticular question is indie• 
ati ve of anxiety. !fhe number o.f amdous responses are 
eounted and this number becomes the anxiety score. 
Scholastic A;etitug~ Test 
The test used to measure scholastic apt.itude, was the 
~. Psychological Examination. 2 This test is composed of 
six sections. 'Three oi' the sections, which yield a Q-score, 
a1"e desigi1ed to measure the eubject 's ability to think with 
the use of' quantitative material. The remaining three 
1J. ·A. Taylor, Anxietx Scalei,,· Unpublished Scale, Second 
Revision. North,1estern Uni:versity, Chicago. 
2American Council on Education, bj;chological Examina-
tlon for Collegq Fres@en,. (New York: ducation Testing 
Service, 191~8) • 
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sections, which yield a L-seore, are designed to measure the 
subject's ability to thlnk with the use of' linguistic 
material. A total score is obtained by adding the Q,-sc.ore 
and the L•score. The three scores are express.ions of the 
numbe:t• of correct responses to the questions in the ·t;est. 
Th.e Data Booklet 
~q,lilf ;;;m::gJ· - ..,,...,. 
A data booklet f'or the experiment was prepared for each 
subject. A reproduction of one of these booklets appears in 
.Appendix A. 
The booklet had a cover sheet on which spaces were pro-
vided f'or :the student's name, sex, age, class level, section 
number, and group number. Age was expressed in Ji;erms of 
years, and grade leveJ. was expressed in terms of freshro.an, 
sophomore, junior, or senior·. In addition to the eover 
sheet, there was a separate sheet provided for each of the 
eight problems to be solved. The problem number appeared at 
the top of each sheet. 
Each student 1s name, group nu.l't1ber, and seat number were 
placed on the cover sheet of t-;he data booklet before the 
class assembled for the exper1'i.11ent. 
PROCEDURE 
It will be recalled that in Chapter I three aspects of 
the· thesis problem were delineated. It was sho1m that the 
three aspects of the problem could be inv·estigated b:y· form.u9; 
lating and test :tng three null hypotheses. Th.a experimental 
design is the result of an effort to provide valid tests for 
these three hypotheses. 
Experimental Desig11: 
The s.olution of the the.sis problem required an experi-
mental design which placed the variables related to the 
operation of mental set under control an<l allowed for syate ... 
matie variation of the in.dependent variable of self-induced 
muscular tensio11. Systematic variation o:f the independent 
variable of tension was made possible by selecting :f"o1xr 
groups of subjects and treating each gr•oup differently in 
regard to tension condition.. It was assumed that eont,rol of 
the related var•lables was established by selecting. these 
four grov.ps at ra11.dom and requiring all groups to perform 
under the smue environr.1ental conditions. In an effort to 
investigate the extent to· which the related variables were 
controlled in the experiment. group m.easure.s were obtained 
on these variables. 
2.6 
Each of the six Int:roduetory Psychology classes was 
divided into i'our randomly selected groups and tested 
separately. This procedure provided six. :replications or the 
basic experir11e11t. 
In the basic experiment eonduote.d with each class,. the 
subJeets in the .four randomly selected groups :received the 
same instructions and solved identical problems at the same 
time and in the sarae room. Each subject was required to 
solve a series of eight problems. The first i'ive problems 
of' the series were designed to induce a mental set in t>egard 
to the method of solution and were referred to as set-
inducing problems. The last three problems of the series 
were unsolvable by the method used in solving the set• 
inducing problems; however, they were easily solved by using 
a different and less complex method. These last three prob-
lems were referred to as critical problems. The pe1 .. formanee 
o:f' each subject was evaluated in terms of the number of 
critical problems solved. It was assumed that the number of 
critical problems solved was a measure of the operation of 
mental set in problem solving behavior. 
Table II shows the tension condition required of the 
subje·cts in each group while s,olving the sari.es of problems. 
TABLE II 
SELF-IlIDUCED TEiffiION CO!lDITION FOR 
EACH GROUP OF SUBJECTS 
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Group Set-inducing Problems 
' 
Critlcal Problems 
.. 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
s 
N" 
:!ff 
T 
T 
l S2 
]t 
N 
T 
T 
I 
S.3- S4 
N N 
N Ii 
T T 
T T 
S5 cl c2 c3 
N N N N 
Iif ·T T T 
! N M N 
T T T T 
'"Tfl--J:ndicates that all subjects in that group solved the 
problem shown at the top of the eolurnn while holding 
self-induced tension. 
nN"---Indieates tha.t all subjects in that group solved the 
problem shown at the top of the column while not 
holding tension. 
The :first hypothesis stated that ·sell'-induced muscular 
tension has no -ef'i'ect on the establishment of' mental set. 
To test this h:ypothesis ·the num.be,r of' erit.ical problems 
solved by those subjects who solved the set problems while 
holding self-induced tension (groups III and IV) was coru-
pared with the number of criti.eal problems solved by those 
subjects who solved the set problems while not holding 
tens.ion (groups I and II). 
The second hypothe-sis stat;ed that self-induced muscular 
tension has no effect on the ability to o,rereome mental set. 
This hypothesis was tested by comparing the number of criti-
cal problems solved by the subjects holding self-induced 
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tension {groups II and IV} with the number of' critical prob-
lems solved by those subject~ not holding the tension 
(groups I and III). 
The third hypothesis stated that a change of muscular 
tension has no effect. on the ability to overcome mental set. 
This hypothesis was tested by comparing the number of criti"'! 
eal problems solved by those subjects who changed tension 
condition after sol,ring the set-inducing problems (groups II 
and III) with the number of critical problems solved by 
those subjects who maintained the same tension condition 
while solving the entire series of eight problems (gr-oups I 
and IV). 
Orientation Period 
As a result or a pilot experiment, it was decided that 
it would be advisable to have an orientation period for each 
class during the regular class period preceding the experi-
mental class period. 
The purpose of this orientation period was th!>eefold: 
first,. to acquaint the subjects with the tension instrument 
and give them praetice in using the oot>rect procedure ln 
holding the tension; second, to eliminate those students who 
for any reason had difficulty in holding the required ten-
sion; and third, to motivate the students to he: present 
during the experiment.al perio-d~; 
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A x•eproduction of the instructions read to each cla.ss 
during the orientation period appear in Appendix B. Bight 
students were eliminated as experimental subjects because of 
their difficulty in holding the required tension, 
Randomization f:r;:ocedur.3. 
As stated previously, the subjects were students 
enrolled in six Introductory Psychology classes. Each class 
served as an experimental unit for one replication of the 
experiment. This arrangement yielded six replications of 
the basic experiment. For identificatlon purposes the 
classes will be ref.erred to a.s replications R1 , n2 , 
Re:, and R.6 • :, 
The subjects in each repl.ication were randomly assigned 
to four approxirruately equal groups. Th.e groups were not 
equal in all classes because in some instances the total 
number in the replication was not divisible by four. Random.· 
assignment to each group within each replication was accom-
plished by using a deck of playing cards. lfne four suits in 
the deck were used to represent the four groups. 
Outlined below are the s.teps followed in the randomize-
tion pi'ocedure: 
Step 1--A roster of the students in the replication was 
obtained f'rom the class instructor. 
Step 2--i'hose students who had been withdraim as 
experimental subjects during the orientation 
period were eliminated. 
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Step 3 ..... The number of students to, be used in the repli ... 
cation 1:n the experL.'"'llent was <:let-ermined., and an 
equal number of playing cards was selected .. 
The selected cnrds included as nearly as possi-
ble an equal number of each suit. 
Step 4--The selected cards were shuffled thoroughly. 
Step 5--Eaeh studex1t on the roster was assigned to one 
of the four groups on the basis of suit as tpe 
cards were dealt face up. 
!'he identical procedure was. tolloued in rttndomizing 
each replication. 
,§,eori11rg of~ Problems 
Each subject's par.formanee on the set•indueing and the 
critical problenns was evaluated by the experimente:tt. If' the 
s:olutio11. method taking the albegraic form of B - A - 20 was 
employed on the set-inducing problems, then they were marked 
as being solved correctly. The first and second cl'.'itical 
problems were considered to be correetly solved ii' the 
solution method took the algebraic :form of A - c. The third 
critical problem. was solved eorrect~ly if the ,solution took 
the form or A+ c. This scoring proeedu:re yielded two 
scores :for each subject, a set problerr1 score indieating the 
number of set.-indueing problems solved and a critical prob-
lem a.core indicating the number of critieSl proble1us solved. 
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P:r,ocedure Uset:1 Durirvi: the .Admi1.·1istration 
- If -- ---- .A .. ' •• ~ ~ _°'!'""' ____ ...._. __
£! ~ ~perJ-~r.i~1.t 
dur:i.ng the experimenJG., '.TI1.ere were su.f'fie;.:ten:t seats aveJ.1 ... 
able to allow three vacant sef1ts. between subjects s The 
seats in the auditorium were divided into .foti.:i:~ sections. 
All members of a particular group were assigned seats in the 
same section. Thls seating arrangement, which placed 
members of the same group in the same area of the room:, 
helped the expei-•imenter in checking to see if all subjects 
were col"~eectly following instructions regarding the te:n.sion 
condition demanded at a particular time. 
Time Intervals Allotted 
---- ---- ------""""'-
The tinm allotted fox• the solution of each of the five 
set-inducing p1~oblen1s was t1rm minutes and thirty seconds. 
Solution time allowed for each of the c1°itical p:r•oblems was 
varied with forty-five seconds fo:p the first cri t:tcr:11 ( C\), 
one minute and thirty seconds for the second critical (c2 ), 
and two minutes and thirty ceconds for the third critical 
(C3). Variable time limits for the critical problems '!:rnre 
provided fo:r the pur>pose of' secu1"ing a more precise rneasure 
of the operation of mental set during the initial stages of 
the mental oi-•ientation involved in overcoming the mental 
set. A rest period of two m:t.n.utes duration was scheduled 
arter each problem. 
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The total time used in the administration of the exper-
iment was approximately forty-five minutes. 
Instructions Read During~ Administration 
Carefully written instructions were prepared and read 
verbatim to each of the el.asses during the administration of 
the experiment. A complete reproduction of those instruc-
tions is presented in Appendix c. 
Procedure ~ ls Obtainiqg Measures 
on Related Variables · 
-· 
Since the literature had indicated that the variables 
or anxiety, ACE score, age, sex, and grade level were 
related to the operation of mental set, it was considered 
advisable to compare the group.s in terms of these variables. 
In a.n effort to provide data for these comparisons, measures 
on these variables were obtained. Another purpose in 
securing these data on related variables was tc furnish 
additional experimental evidence regarding thei:r• effects on 
the operation of mental set. 
Anxiety 
The Taylor Anxiety Seale was administered to the sub-
jects during a regular class period from one to f'our weeks 
after the original experiment had been completed. There was 
no suggestion made to the students that the anxiety test was 
related in any way to the original experiment. Due to 
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f'a.ctors beyond the cQnt;r>ol of the investigator, a.n a:md.ety 
score was not obtained Qn all students who participated in 
the original experiment; however, measures were obtained on 
approximately ninety ... seven pe:r> cent of the subjects. 
Scholastic Aptitude 
The Bureau of Test and Measurements at Oklahoma A. and 
M. College administers the~ :Pszehological Examination to 
all students entering this college for the first time. The 
student's scores, which include a Q-Soore, a L-Sco:re, and a 
Total Seore, are kept on file at that oi'.fice. Scores were 
available for ninety per cent of the experimental subjects. 
Age, Sex, and Grade Level 
Data relative to age, sex, and grade level were obtained 
from the individual al'ls:wer• booklets used in the experiment. 
In an effort to simplify the handling o:f the data concerning 
grade level, ea.ch grade was assigned a number ranging from 
one to four. Freshmen were assigned number one, sophomores 
number two, juniors num:ber three, and seniors number four. 
Measures on these three variables were obtained on all 
subjects. 
Treatment of the Data 
................................ -- --- ----
In order to facilitate handling the data, a 3 x 5 card 
was prepared for each subject. On each subject's card the 
following data were recorded: 
1. Ifa:me 
2. Sex 
3. Age 
4. Grade level 
5. Group number 
6. Replication number 
7. Number of set .. inducing probler,1s correctly solved 
/ 
8. Number of critical problems correctly solved 
9. Anxie·ty score 
10 • .ACE Q-Score 
11. ACE L-Score 
12. ACE Total Score 
The information on these cards was then used ·l;o prepare 
IBM cards. The sums, sums of squares, and cross ... products 
used in the statistical analysis were calculated, for the 
most part, on IBM equip111ent. 
Interr,elatl011.sb_:J,.2, .2.t II.QJ.~pe.2,. Varie,ble[ 
An intercorrelation analysis, using the variables of set 
problem score, anxiety score, A.CB CL-score, A.CE L-score, and 
ACE total score, was perrorn1ed to investigate the interrela-
tionship of these vari~bles. All subjects were used in this 
analysis. 
Relationship Between the Critical Problem Score 
0and the 00ther• HeasuredVa'riables - . ' -· 
~~ ~t'.-i\l(W.PIII tntW:t.Nlf? J'tllMftl,r 
In investigating the relationship between critical prob-
lem a.core and the other rneasured variables• those subjects 
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·who solved less than four set-inducing problems were elimi-
nated. The critical problem score was correlated with age, 
grade level, anxiety score, ACE ·~?,-score ACE L-score, and 
ACE total score by the product-moment method. 1 Since sex 
was a dichotm11ous variable, the relationship between sex and 
critical problem score was investigated hy the bi-serial 
correlation methoa.2 
In an effort ·t;o secure 2-ddi tional evidence regarding 
the relationship between critical problem score and anxiety 
score, the data on these two va:r-iab1,es were subjected to 2 
different type of statistical treatment. In this analysis, 
those subjects who solved less than four set-induc:Lng pr•ob-
lmns 7iJere ellminatod. From the group of subjects who solved 
at least four set-inducing problems, two groups were selected 
on the be.sis of their anxiet;y sco1"es. One group, referx'ed 
to as the nnon-an,"Ciousn group, was composed of subjects who 
had received an an_xiety sco:i:-e of seven or less. The other 
group# referred to as thE1 WB.s composed of 
subjects 1t1ho had received a.n anxiety score of twenty-four or 
more. Within each or•iginal experimental group the number• of 
') l . ' 
'--r·1-. 'l r1 P· .. T). ·3 i 7-3,:;· ') 
~"J · i • , L.r ::>..J• 
' -,:_ jO 
11non-a:nxious II subjects wa.s made equal to the number of' 
na.nxious" subjects. This equalization was acGomplished by 
eliminating the appropriate number through random selection. 
This procedure selected the upper and lower fifteen per cent 
of the anxiety scores. 
After these two groups had 'been selected, the signifi-
cance of the difference of the n1eans of their critical 
problem scorAs was tested with Fisher's t-test.3 
In the tests of the three hypotheses it was necessa.r·y 
to comb lne the o:i::•iginal groups into combined groups. These 
groups may be identified in the following manner: 
~~ 0\l~ ~--'I1hose subjects who did not hold tension 
while solving the five set-inducing prob-
lems. This group included subjects in the 
original groups I a:nd II. 
2.9,.~,l,ne£1 9..£.21m. !--Those subjects who held tension while 
solving the f'ive set-inducing problerns. 
1I'h.:i.s g:c'oup Includes subjects in the 
original groups III and IV. 
Q8.n1b~n~g_ ~.OU.E. .tL--Those subjects who did not hold tension 
1'frlile solving the three critical problems .. 
This group included subjects in the 
original groups I and III. 
3Jb ..ic~..,- pp. 197-20L~. 
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Combined group !--Those subjects who held tension while 
solving the three critical pr-oblems. '!his 
group includes subjects :tn the original 
groups II and !V. 
Combined Grolll?. !--Those sub jeets who held the san1e tension 
condition while solving both the set-
inducing problems and the critical prob-
lems. This group includes subjects in the 
original groups I and IV. 
Combined Groua ~--Those subjects who changed tension condi-
tion after solving the set-inducing 
problems. This group includes subjects in 
the original groups II and !II. 
In an effort to investigate the extent to which the 
related variables were controlled in the experiment, the 
combined groups were compared in terms of these related 
variables. These compi;tt•isons were made between the same 
pairs of combined groups used to test the hypotheses. Com• 
bined Group S was compared with combined group T, combined 
group W was compared with combined group X., and combined 
group Y was conipsred with eombined group Z. This analysis 
involved the calculation oft-values f'or the significance of.' 
the difference between combined group means on measured 
variables. 
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!~.§.1.~ .£! ..th.E2. J:IypotheJllUl 
·In the analys:i.s in which the three hypotheses were 
tested, only those subjects who solved at least four set-
inducing problems were used. It was assumed that elimination 
of those subjects who solved less than four set-inducing 
problems yielded a group of experimental subjects who had a 
set established. 
The hypotheses i.·Jere tested by using orthogonal sets of 
I 
co:mparisons4 in an analysis of variance. In the analysis of 
variance the structure of the ra..ndorriized block was determined 
by the four tension treatn1e11ts and the six replications. 
This design yielded a randomized block with twenty-i'our 
cells. There was a sui'ficient number of subjects to allow a 
total of three critical problem scores in each cell. In 
those instances in which ·there 1,,rere more than three scores 
ave,ilable for ::i particular cell, the excess was eliminated 
by randorn selection. 
The first hypothesis was tested by c·alculating an F-
value for the variance between the number of critical prob-
lems solved by those subjects who did not hold tension while 
solving the five set-inducing problems (cornbined group S) 
and the number of' critical problems solved by those subjects 
·who held tension while solving the f'ive set-inducing prob-
lems (combined group T). The second hypothesis was tested 
1tGeo:rg0 -w. Snedecor, Statistics.1 Methods (Ar:1es, Iowa: 
The Iowa State College Pre~pp. 403-11.06. 
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by calculating an F-value for the variance between the 
number of cr•itical problems solved by those subjects who did 
. . . 
not hold tension while solving the three critical problems 
(combined group W) and the number of critical p:i:•oblems 
solved by those subjects who held tension while solving the 
three critical pr·oblems ( combined group X). 
The third hy-pothesis was tested by calculating an F-
value for the variance between the number of critical prob-
lems solved by those subjects who maintained the same 
tension condition while solving both the five set-inducing 
problems and the three critical problems ( combined group Y} 
and the number o:f critical problems solved by those subjects 
who changed tension condition (combined group Z). 
The results of the statistical treatment are presented 
in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
The statistical operations outlined and discussed in 
Chapter IV were accomplished, and the results are presented 
in this chapter. 
Interrelationship££ Measured Variables 
The intercorrelation of the variables of set problem 
score, anxiety score, ACE Q-score, ACE L-seore, and ACE 
total score are presented in Table III. 
TABLE III 
INTERCORRELATION OF }1EASURED VARIABLES 
ACE Q-score 
ACE t ... score 
ACE 1:I1otal Sc ore 
ACE 
L ... score 
Anxiety 
Score 
- .. 088 (W=314) 
-.074 {N=314) 
Set Problem 
Score 
• 222~- ( N=324) 
.J26%(M=324) 
.303·*(N=324) 
ltnx.5 .. ety Score - • 072 ( N=350) 
1t"Significant at the l per cent level o:r confidence 
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An examination of Table III reveals that~ although all 
the correlation coefficients between anxiety score and the 
variables of ACE Q-score, ACE L-score, ACE total score, and 
set problem score are negative , none of these coefficients 
are statistically significant. Positive correlation coeffi-
cients, significant at the 1 per cent level, were found 
between set problem score and the three A.CE scores. A 
positive correlation coefficient , significant at the 1 per 
cent level, was found between ACE Q-score and ACE L-score. 
Relationship Between Critical Problem Score 
and the Other Measured Variables 
--- --- -·--------
Table IV presents the correlation coefficients obtained 
between critical problem score and the variables of age , 
grade level, anxiety score, ACE Q-score , ACE L-score, ACE 
total score, and sex. 
As indicated in Table IV, the Product Moment Correla-
tion coefficient between critical problem score and age was 
-. 095. This correlation coefficient is not sufficiently 
high to warrant assuming a significant relationship between 
these two variables in this experiment. It should be 
pointed out, however , that the variability of the age of the 
subjects used in this experiment was relatively small; 
therefore, the correlation obtained should not be regarded 
as a valid measure of the relationship between these two 
factors in groups having more extreme deviations in age . 
TABLE IV 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CRITICAL PROBLEM SCORE 
AND OTHER MEASURED VARIABLES 
Re1ated Variables 
Age (N=225) 
Grade Level . (N=225) 
Anxiety Score { N=220) 
ACE Q.-score .(N=205) 
ACE L-score {N=205) 
ACE Total Score (N=205) 
Sex {N=225) 
Correlation With 
Critical Problem Score. 
.... 095 
.104 
· .• 2241} 
.261~1} 
.ooo 
1i"Significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence 
The Product Moment Co.rrelation coefficient between 
critic al problem scor•e and grade level was calculated to be 
.104. A corr•elation c.oefi'icient of this value was not sta-
tistically significant; hence, no significant relationship 
may be inferred between ·these two variables in this experi-
ment. 
A statistically significant relationship was i'ound 
between critical problem score and anxiety score by the 
Produet Moment Correlation coeffic.ient · of -.269. A car.rela-
tion o:f this magnitude is statistically significant well 
beyond the 1 per cent level o:f confidence., Since the corre-
lation is negative, the relationship is one in which low 
anxiety scores tend to be associated with high critical 
problem scores, and conversely., low c:ri tic al problem scoI•es 
tend to be associated with high amdet:y scores. 
A statistically significant positive :i:•elationship was 
found between critical problem score and the variables of · 
ACE Q.-score, ACE L-score, and ACE total score, The correla-
tion between critical problem score and ACE Q-score was 
calculated to be .230. A correlation coefficient of .22L~ 
was found between cri tica.1 problem scove and ACE L-score" 
An even higher correlation coefficient of .264 was .found 
between cri tieal problem score and ACE total score" All 
three of these correlation coefficients are significant at 
the 1 per cent level of' confid.enee. The relationship may be 
expressed as one in which high critical problem scm•es tend 
to be associated with high ACE scores, and low critical 
problem scores tend to be associated with low ACE sc}ores. 
The Bi-serial correlation eoef'f'icient .for the variables 
of critical problem score and sex was calculated to be .ooo. 
This indicates no relationship between these two variables 
in this experiment. 
Comparison .9£. Anxious~ 1!9!!-A:nxious pubjects 
Table V presents a su:mmary of an analysis performed to 
test the significance of the di:fference in critical problem 
scores of anxious and non-anxious subjects. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF IJ.1HE NUMBER OF. CRITICAL PROBLEMS 
SOLVED BY NON-ANXIOUS SUBJECTS WTTII 
1fiffi NUMBER OF CHI1fICAL PROBLEMS 
SOLVED BY Al~IOUS SUBJECTS 
Statistical iYleasurem.ent 
Number 
Mean critical problem 
sec.re 
Standard error of the 
mean 
Standard error of the 
di.fference 
Critical Ratio of the 
means 
Standard Deviation 
Standard error of the 
Standard Deviation 
Standard error of the 
difference of the 
l\Ton-
A:i::1xious 
32 
1 .• 359 
.173 
.Anxious 
32 
.563 
.177 
1.000 
.127 
Diff ex•Emce 
0 
.063 
.299 
2.5oa~i' 
.359 
Standard Deviations .215 
Critical ratio of the 
Standard Deviations 1.669 
·!:·significant at the ·cwo per cent level of confidence. 
The non-an,"Cious subjects obtained a mean critical prob-
lem score of 1 .. 313 as compared with a raean score of' .563 by 
the anxious subjects. This differ,ence of ,.750 was found to 
be significant at the 2 per cent level of conf'idence. These 
results indicate that non ... an,"Cious subjects received signifi-
cantly higher critical problem scores than did the anxious 
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subjects. The difference of the standard deviations of' the 
two groups was not statistically signi:tieant. These results 
are in harmony with previous studies investigating the 
relationship between e.mdety and mental set. 
As shoi·m. in Table VI, comparison of the combined groups 
. used to test the first hypothesis failed to yield any t-
value which approached significance at the, 5 per cent level, 
TABLE V! 
COl\U>ARISON OF COMBI:NED GROUP S WITH COMBINED GROUP T 
IN TERMS OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERJ1'NCE 
BETWEEN MEANS OF THE MEA.Sffi-uID VARIABLES 
Difr.ei~enc e 
Variable Group s Gro~p T Between Means t-value Zi¥' IA .... li!i .. 
Sex (% Males) .;50 .58 .08 1.28 
Mean Age 
(Yea1~s} 19.62 19.61 .01 • 0.3 
Mean Grade 
Level 1.51 1.51 .oo .oo 
Mean ACE 
Q-score 42.05 41.63 .42 .21 
Mean ACE 
L-sco-re 61.38 62.03 .65 .Jl 
Mean ACE 
Total Score 103.J.1.2 103.66 .24 .08 
Mean Anxiety 
Score 14.51 15.07 .56 .55 
Note: Ilene of the t .. valuas are significant at the 5 par 
cent level of confidence. 
.. 
This indicates no significant d:.Ltfe1"ence between these groups 
in regard.to the measured variables :related to the critical 
problems score. T-values o.f the sar;1e :;Level oi: signi:tioance 
were obtained in the com}:?a:risons of the combined gr•oups used 
to test the second and third hypotheses. These two latter 
comparisons are p::Pesented in Table VII and Table VIII. 
. ;; :1 
TABLJ"'}} VII 
COMPARISON OF CGr113Il\TED GROUP 1tJ WITH COMBINED GROUP X 
IN TERMS OF Tlffi SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN MEAllJS OF THE J:-mASURED VARIABLES 
%? ·u·= : g :se 2- :ne•an g 
nir~~renee 
; r:: 
Variable G:roun w ,Group X Between Means t-value 
' 
nt 
Sex (d 
'fo Males) .53 .'57 .03 .38 
Mean Aye {Year.s. 19.72 19.51 .21 .62 
Mean Grade 
Level 1.1~9 1.54 .05 .1+5 
Mean ACE 
Q-score 40.99 42.79 1.80 1.13 
Mean ACE 
L-acore 63.22 60.00 3.22 1.54 
Mean ACE 
Tota.l Scor'e lOL~.21 102.79 1.42 .45 
Mee.n Anxiety 
Score 15.36 1L ... 18 1.18 .70 
-
Note: None o:r the t-values are signif'icant a.t the 5 per 
cent level of confidence. 
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TABLE VIII 
COMP1'1.RISO:ti OF COMBIN.m) GROUP Y WITH GOMBilfflP GROUF Z 
IN TERMS OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE 
BET\"lEEN M:EANS OF TRE MEASURED VARIABLES 
Dif'f'erenee 
Variable Grou;e y Grou;e_z Betwe~n Mea.na t-value 
. ' i5[ ' • 
Sex (6 
. 70 Males) .52 .57 O-' . ;, .a1 
Mean Afe (Years 19.61 19,62 .01 .03 
Mean ·Grade 
Level 1.54 1.48 •. 06 .55 
Mean AGE 
Q.-.score 41.90 41.78 .12 .oB 
Mean ACE 
L-score 60.53 62.87 2.34 1.11 
Mes.n ACE 
Total Score 102.44 lOh..66 I 2.22 .10 
Mean Anxiety 
Score l4.66 14 .• 94 .28 .28 
Note: l'fone of' the t-values are signii'1eant at. the 5 per 
cent level of eonftdenoe. 
These results would make it reasonable to assume that 
any di:ff'erence found in c:t>it1eal problem scores between 
these· compared combined g;roups was due to the_ independent. 
variable or tension re.ther than the other rela.ted variables. 
Three null hypotheses were formulated before the exper-
iment was performed. These hypotheses were stated in 
Chapter I in the following form: 
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First Hypothesis--Sel:f-induced muscular tension has no 
e.ffeet on the establishment of mental 
set. 
Second Hypothesis--Sel.f-induced muscular tension has no 
e:ffect on the ability to overcome 
mental set. 
Third Hypothes1s--A change of muscular tension has no 
effect on the ability to overcome 
mental set. 
The hypotheses were tested by means of orthogonal sets 
of comparisons in an analysis of vaI>iance. The results of 
this analysis sre summarized in Table IX. 
The ''treatments" in Table IX refer to the tension 
condition required of each group while.solving the series of 
eight problems. The first set of' comparisons- uTension vs. 
No Tension While Solving the Set-Inducing Problems," pro-
vided a test for the .first hypothesis. The seeond set of 
comparisons, "Tension vs. No Tension While Solving the 
Critical Problems," furnished a test .for the second hypoth-
e.sis. The third hypothesis, was tested with the third set ot 
comparisons, nchange o.f Tension Condition vs. No Change of 
Tension Condition." 
The variance of critieal problem score attributed to 
treatments yielded an F-value o.f 2.36. This value was not 
statistically signif'ieant. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF V.ARIAMCE USI?fG ORTHOGONAL SETS OF 
COMPARISOMS TO ·TBS~e THE THREE HY'.POTBESES 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
,-
Source. 
;p:itfTTl##t........... $ -, 
Total 
Treatments 
Tens.ion vs. No Tension 
itJb.lle Solving the 
Set-Inducing Problems 
Tension vs. No Tension 
While Solving the 
Critical Problems 
Change or Tension 
Condition vs. No Change 
of' Tension Condition 
Replications 
Experimental Error 
Sampling Error 
71 
3 
1· 
1 
l 
5 
1.5 
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sum·or 
Squares 
;:l!t,i!M.:..;. 
1.15.11 
12.78 
0.50 
. 1 • .38 
10.89 
~ .• 4!1. 
27.22 
70.67 
.,............, " 
Mean 
Square 
1.62 
l~.26 
0.50 
1.38 
10.89 
.89 
1.81 
1.47 
Tall! Tl",; T. ff I 
{}Signif'ieant at the 3 per ee:nt level of ·OOllfidence 
... 
2.36 
0.29 
0.11 
6.02* 
The .first set of comparisons, testing the i'i.rst hypoth ... 
esis, yielded an F-ve.lue of: 0.29,. and the second set, 
testing the second hypothesis, yielded an F-value of 0.77. 
Since neither of these values .are statistically flignifica11t, 
both the .first and the second hypotheses were retained. 
The variance in. critical problem score attributed to 
nchange of Tension Condition vs. No Change of' Tension 
Conditionu yielded an F-value of 6.02. This value is sig-
nificant at the 3 per cent level of con.fidence •. On the 
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basis of this significant F-value, the third hypothesis was 
rejected as being untenable. 
Table X presents the number of critical problems solved 
by the subjects in each of the combined groups as calculated 
from the data used in the analysis o:t: variance. 
TABLE X 
., 
I'ifID.!fBER OF CRITICAL PROBLEMS SOLVED BY EACH OF THE 
GOHBINED GROUPS AS CALCULA'.r1ED FROM THE DATA 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Number of Critical 
Problems Solved Difi'erence 
Combined Group s 37 
Combined Group T 43 6 
Combined Group w 45 
Combined Group X 35 10 
Combined Group y 26 28 Combined Group z 5L+ 
An inspection of the number or c.ritical problems solved 
by the subjects in each o:f the combined groups.,, as shoi-m in 
Table X, reveals that subjects in Group Y (composed of those 
subjects who held a constan·t tension condition} solved 
twenty-six critical problems; whereas subjects in Group Z 
(composed of' those subjects who changed tension condition) 
solved fifty-rour crit5.cal problems. Since the subjects in 
Group Z solved more critical problems than did the subjects 
in Group Y1 and the difference was show.a to be statistically 
significant by analysis of variance, it was concluded that 
the number of critical pl"OrJlems solved was significH:aYtly 
increased by a change of tension condition. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUNMARY AND CONCLUSI ONS 
General Summar y .2f. the Investigation 
This study was designed to investigate the relationship 
between self- induced muscular tension and the operation of 
ment al set i n problem solving behavior . The problem was 
attacked by formul ating three null hypotheses and conducting 
an experiment which provided tests for t hese hypotheses . 
The null hypotheses were stated in the following manner: 
First Hypothesis--Se l f-induced muscular tension has no 
effect upon the establishment of 
mental set . 
Second Hypothesis--Self- induced muscular tension has no 
effect upon the ability to overcome 
mental set . 
Third Hypothesis-- The change of tension condition has 
no effect on the ability to overcome 
mental set . 
The 365 college students used in the investigation were 
members of six I ntroductory Psychology classes . Each class 
was divided into four randomly selected groups and tested 
separately. This procedure provided s.1.x replications of the 
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basic experiment. All subjects were required to solve a 
s<:rries of "water jar problenis" designed to measure the 
operation of mental set. The series of problems was com-
posed ~f five ''set-inducingu problems and three 0 eritical0 
problems. · In the basic experiment each or the i'our :r,andomly 
selected groups ·was treated differently in regard to the 
independent variable of self-induced tension. Subjects. in 
Group I· did not hold tens.ion at aey time while solving the 
series of eight problems. Subjects in Group II held tension 
while solving the three critieal problems,, bu-I:; did not hold 
tension while solving the five set-inducing problems. 
Subjects in Group III helcl tension while aolving the five 
set-inducing problems. but did not hold tensia11 while solv .. 
ing the three critical problems. Subjects in Group IV held 
tension while solving all eight problems. The self-induced 
muscular tension condition was induced by requiring the 
subjeets to hold the prongs of a elip type clothes pin 
between the f'ront tee,th and to apply enough pressure to .force 
the prongs together. 
The first hypotheai:s was tested by comparing the number 
of critical problems solved by the subjects who solved the 
set problems while holding seli'-induosd tension (groups III 
and IV) with the nurabe.r 0£ critical problems solved by those 
subjects who solved the .set problems while not holding 
tension (g:t"oups I and II). The second hypothesis was tested 
by eon:iparing the number ot critical Pl?'Oblems solved by the 
subjects holding self-induced tension (groups II e.nd IV) 
with the mxmber of critical problems solved by those sub-
jects not holding the tension (groups I and III). 'l'he th1rd 
hypothesis WE:lS tested by comparing the number of cPitical 
problems solved by the subjects who changed tension condi• 
tion a,fter solving the set problems (groups II and III) with 
the number of critical problems solved by those subjects 1·Jho 
maintained the same tension condition while solving the 
entire series of eight problems (groups I e.nd IV). 
Dat8. regarcU:ng the v1:1.riables suspected of being related 
to the operatlon of mental set also wer0 e obtained on the 
experimental subjects. ':J:ihese data not only made it possible 
to investigate the relationship between these variables and 
the operation of mental set, but also provided measures 
which indicated the extent to which the related variables 
were controlled in the combined groups used to test the 
hypotheses. 
1. A correlation fmalysis f'ailed to yield coefficients 
which approached the 5 per' cent level of confidence 
between critical problem score and the variables of age, 
grade level., a,nd sex. 
2. Positive cor1 °elation coefficients, sign.ifict:mt a·c the 1 
per cent level of confidence, were found between criti-
cal problem score and the tln:•ee AGE scores. IJ'he 
coe:ffic.ients were .230, .224, and .264, respectively., 
for Q,-score, L-score, and Total score • 
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.3. A negative correlat,ion coefficient of -.269, significant 
at the l per cent level of c-onf'idence, was found bet1:,1e.en 
critical problem score and a.1ixiety score. 
4. An intercorrelation analysis yielded uniformly negative 
correlation coe.fi'icients between anxiety score and the 
variables of' ACE Q-score, ACE L-scoz·e, ACE Total sco1"e, 
and set problem score; however, none of these eoef'fici-
ents app1~oached the 5 pe;r, een·I;; level of confidence. 
5 .. A significant relationship was indicated between set 
problem score and the variables of ACE Q-score, ACE L-
score., and ACE Total seore by positive correlation 
coefficients significant at the l per cent level of' 
confidence. These coefficlent.s were .222 for Q-soore, 
.326 for L-score., and .303 f'or Total score. 
6. A signif'icant posit.ive correlation eoef.ficient of' .537 
was :round betw-een ACE Q-seore and AGE L-score. 
7. Non-anxious subjects solved significantly more critical 
problems than did anxious subjects. The critical J:atio 
of the means was ee.leula.ted to be 2.508. 'rhis value is 
significant at the 2 per cent level of eon:f'idence. 
8. The variance between the nv.mber of critical problem.s 
solved by those subjects who held tension while solving 
the set-inducing problems, and the number of critical 
problems solved by those -subjects who did not hold 
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tension while solving the set-inducing problems yielded 
an F-value of' .29 which was not statis.tieally signifi-
cant; hence, the f'irst null hypothesis, ·which stated 
that self-induced muscular tension has no eff'eet on th.e 
establishment of mental set, was retained. 
9. The variance between the nmnher of critical problems 
solved by those subjects who held tension while solving 
the critical problems and the number of critical prob--
lems solved by those subjects who did not hold tension 
while solving the critical problems yielded an F ... value 
of' ,77 which was not statistically significant; there-
fore, the second hypothesis, whieh stated that self-
induced muscular tension has no effect on the ability to 
overcome mental set, was retained. 
10. The third hypothesis, which stated that the change of 
tension condition has no etfe,et on the abili·ty to over-
come mental set, was rejected on the bas.is of an F-value 
of 6.02 which is signif'ieant at the 3 per cent level o:r 
confidenc.e. This F-value was calculated from the vari-
ance between the nuu1ber of critical problems solved by 
those subjects who changed tension condition and the 
number of critical problems solved by those subjects who 
maintained a constant tension condition. These results 
showed that those subjects who changed tension condition 
solved signi:Cicantly more critical problems than did 
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those subjects who maintained a constant tension condi-
tion. 
Interpretation~.~ Conclusions 
1. There was no evidence gained from this investigation 
which indicated a significant relationship between the 
ability to overcome mental set and the variables of age 
and grade level. Since there was relatively little 
variability in the variables of age and grade level> the 
estimate of no relationship obtained from this study 
should not be assumed in groups which are more hetero-
geneous in regard to these two variables. 
2. There appears to be suffici.ent evidence available to 
warrant the conclusion that the males and female.s used 
in this experiment did not differ significantly in 
regard to their ability to overcome mental set. 
3. The ability to overcome mental set was positively related 
to the ability to perform on the .!Q!. Psychqlogica~ ~-
ination. This relationship indicates that a high ability 
to overcome mental set was a.ssociated with a high ability 
to perform on the 1£! tsychological Examination. 
4. Anxiety, as measured by the test used in this investiga-
tion, was significantly related to the ability to 
overcome mental set. This relationship was such that 
increasing amounts of anxiety were associated with a 
decreasing ability to overcome mental set. 
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5. Degree of anxiety was not significantly related to abil-
6. 
ity to perform on the ACE Psyq,holog_icel 
-
Examination or 
the ability to solve the set-inducing problems. 
'I'he ability to solve the set-inducing problems ·was posi-
tively related to the ability to perform on the AC~ 
f.~:;:ghologica!_ ~minD.,tioq. 
7. rrhe extent and kind of self-induced muscular tension 
used in this experiment had no effect on the establish-
ment of mental set or on the abilit,y to overcome mental 
set after it was established. 
8. A change of tension condition af'l:;er the mental set was 
established had the effect of facilitating the ability 
to overcome mental set. 
!s,117,licatiol:§. ,'2,f;, J;Q,e Study 
'l'he results of this study have a rather speci.fic inipli-
cation for experimentei"s investigating the effects of' m.uscu ... 
lar tension on lea1•ning and some general implications f'or 
those individuals who have the responsibility of creating 
the most favorable learning situation. 
Since this study demonst.:r•ated that change of tension 
condition had a significant e.ffect upon mental set, it 
becomes necessary i'or investlgators conducting a learning 
experiment involving a change in tension condition to design 
the study so as to control or evaluate the effects of this 
f'actor. In 1:nany previous studies of this nature the factor 
of change has been neglected. It is possible that some of 
the conf'licting results obtained from previous experiments 
designed to investigate the effects of' tension can be 
reconciled by taking this f'acto;p of' change of tension 
condition into consideration. 
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Since it was found that lncreasin.g amounts of anxiety 
were associated with an increasing inability to overcome 
mental set, it would seem advisable to make efforts to 
reduce anxiety in learning situations which demand insight-
:ful reactions. 
The facilitating effect of change of' tension condition 
on abilit,y to overcome mental set would suggest that types 
of learning which 5.nvolve a large element of understanding 
may be facllitated by variation of muscular tension patterns. 
This varia.bility in tension could be accomplished in a 
variety of ways. 
In the clinical situation variability of muscular 
tension which 1o1ould facilitate insightf'ul reactions could be 
accomplj_shed by the appropriate v.se of suitable stimulant or 
depressant drugs, the creation of a permissive atmosphex~e ,. 
or through training in voluntary muscular relaxation. In 
the classroom situation change of muscular tension pattern 
could be accompliahed by training in voluntary muscular 
relaxation,. introduction of novel or laughter producing 
material, or• cr•eation of permissive atmosphere. 
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A number of questions regarding the relationship between 
muscular tension and the operation of mental set remain 
unanswered. It is suggested that the following studies would 
be helpful in further clarifying the relationship: 
l. A study designed to invest iga.te the e.ffe.cts of 
,rarious degrees of change of tension on the opera-
tion of mental set. 
2. A research project investigating the effects of 
constant and variable tension in various muscle 
groups on the operation of mental set. 
3. A study designed to invest.igate the operation of 
mental set under variable and constant environ-
mental condit'ions. 
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Group Nt1.:mbero ______ _ 
Problem Number• 1 
"" 
Use the space below for your computations: 
Solution: 
Use the space below for your computations: 
Solution: 
Group lfo111ber ........... ..... 
Problem Number.._ ,J ,,.. 
Use the space below for your c.omputa tions: 
Solution: 
Problem Number Li ~ 
Use the space below f'or your corrrputations: 
Solution: 
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Group Nmnber __ _ 
71 ,~ 
Group 
Use the space beloiJ for your corr1putat;ions: 
Solution: 
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Problem. Wu.mber 6 
~ 
Use the space below for your co:mputations: 
Solution: 
Use the space below ro:r1 your cmnputa:tions: 
Solution; 
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Group Number_.,,.,,.._.._ 
Problem Number 8 
Use the space bel01r1 :for your computations: 
Solution: 
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INSTRUCTIONS READ TO EACH CLASS DURING 
THE ORIENTATION PERI OD 
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We intend to use members of this class as subjects for 
a psychological experiment to be conducted during the regu-
lar class period next Wednesday. Your participation in this 
experiment is a part of your course work in I ntroductory 
Psychology. 
During a portion of the experiment some of you will be 
required to hold a clothes pin in the open position with 
your teeth. One of the purposes of this orientation period 
is to familiarize you with the technique to be used in 
holding this clothes pin in your mouth . 
Everyone should be equipped with a clothes pin wrapped 
in a kleenex. I f there is anyone who does not have one , 
please raise your hand. 
Remove the kleenex from the clothes pin at this time. 
You will notice that there are grooves made near the 
end of the clothes pin to provide a seat for your teeth 
while you are holding it in the open position . 
Place the clothes pin in your mouth at this time and 
put your teeth in the grooves provided . 
Now close your jaws slowly until the prongs touch. The 
desired pressure is just enough to keep the clothes pin in 
the open position. Hold just enough pressure to keep the 
prongs touching and no more. You can judge the pressure 
that is necessary by placing your tongue on the tips of the 
prongs and releas i ng pressure until you feel the prongs 
spreading apart. This is the pr essure we want--jus t enough 
to keep the prongs touching. 
(Lapse time two minutes and thirty seconds) 
Release the pressure and remove the clothes pin from 
your mouth. 
Are there any questions at this point? 
One of the things in which we are interested at this 
time is finding out if there is anyone that has difficulty 
in holding the required pressure . If there is anyone who 
7'7 
has excessive ove1--bite or has a dental bridge that makes it 
difficult for him to hold this pressure, then please see me 
after class is dismissed. 
When you report to class next Wednesday, please come to 
the auditorium up on the third floor of' this building. Do 
not come to this :room_. but; go d:i.rectly to the- auditorium 
upstairs. 
Each o:f you will be assigned a seat numbe1~ which will 
be listed by your name 011 a seating chart posted by the 
door as you enter the auditorium. Go di1"ectly to your 
assigned ses.t where you will find material to be used in the 
experiment. 
The experimental design demands that every member or 
the class participate in the experiment. In the event there 
is anyone who cannot possibly be here Wednesday please con-
tact either your instructor or myself. If you know of any 
member of the class who is absent today., please let him. know 
that he should he here Wednesday if at all possible. 
Are there any questions? 
Drop your clothes pin in the box on the table as you 
leave. 
You' are dismissed. 
APPENDIX G 
I NSTRUCTIONS READ DURING THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF THE EXPERIMENT 
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The pur pose of this experiment is to discover how well 
you can think . Other studies with this test indicate that a 
student's performance on this test is closely associated 
with his I. Q. 
Each student's performance on the test will be a.valu-
ated, and the results will be made available to you. Your 
perfo~mance on the test wlll d pend , in a large measure , on 
your ability to follow the directions that are about to be 
given. 
Each of you should have a data booklet with your name 
on it. If t here is anyone who does not have a booklet, 
please raise your hand . 
Fill in the data called for directly below your name on 
t he cover sheet of your data booklet. Do this now . 
The class has been divided into four groups . Each s tu-
dent has been assigned to one of these four groups . The 
group to which you are assigned is indicated in t he upper 
right hand corner of the cover she.et . 
Members of t he class assigned to groups two, three, and 
four have been furnished with a clothes pin which is wrapped 
in a kl eenex . Those assigned to group one will not use a 
clothes pin during the t est . Those assigned to groups two, 
three , and four will be required to place the clothes p i n 
between the teeth and close the jaws until t he prongs touch , 
thus holding the clamp in t h e open pos ition during t he t ime 
allotted for t h e working of a particular prob lem. 
Those who have a clothes pi n will remove the kl eenex at 
this time . 
Before placing the clothes pin i n your mouth , I would 
like to reassure you that the clothes pin you are using has 
been sterilized thoroughly. 
Now place the prongs of the clothes p in between your 
teeth, putting your teeth in the grooves provided. When I 
say the word BEGI N, close your jaws slowly until the prongs 
touch and the clothes pin is in the i'ull open position. 
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Hold this tension until I say the word STOP. We wax1t just 
enough tension to keep the prongs touching. Do not hold any 
more pre~rnure than is necessa:r;•y to keep the prongs touching. 
Beady, BEGIN. Hemembei .. to hold Just enough tension to 
keep the prongs touching. 
(Lapse time--10 seconds} 
STOP 
Remove the clothes pin fro.m youi• mouth. 
The test; itself' eonsists of' a series of eight problems. 
Here is a.n exa!11i0le of the t-ype of proble:m yon will be 
required to solve. 
(The problem is written on the blackboard in this fashion) 
Given the following containers 
A 
21 
B 
127 
G 
3 
Obtain 
100 
You are given. three containers. Container A which holds 
21 gallons, container B which holds 127 gallons, an.d con-
tainer C ·whieh holds 3 gallons. The problem is to obtain 
100 gallons ·of i"il'E-l.ter th:Pough the use of any of these con-
tainers. 
One possible solution is to f'ill the 127 gallon con-
tainer., then pour the 3 gallon co.ntainer full 9 times., thus 
leaving 100 gallons in the 127 gallon container. You ·would 
rsecord this sol'Ut1on below the word '1s.olutiontt on your 
an.swe1" sheet in this manner: 
( 1I1his solution placed on t~he board) 
127 - 9 x. .3 == 100 
Another possible solution to this problem would be t.o 
first f'lll the 127 gallon eontalne:r\, then f'ill the 21 gallon 
container f'ull once.; and fill the 3 gallon container tull 
twice by pouring .from the 127 gallon cont!drier•. 'fhis ·would 
leave the required amount of 'tfater in the 127 gallon con-
tainer. You would record this solut:i.on below the word 
nsol:ution" 011 your· ru1s1irer sheet; in thi.s maru'.ler: 
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(Thi s solution placed on the board after erasing the previ-
ous solution) 
127 - 21 - 2 X 3 = 100 
Either of these solutions is correct but only~ is 
des ired. 
Everyone will work the same problem at the same time. 
Two groups will be required to hold the clothes pin in the 
open p osition with their teeth during the entire time 
allotted for the solution of a particular problem. It is 
essential that there be absolutely no talking either during 
the test itself or during the rest periods. 
Open your bookle t to the first page . You will see your 
group number in the upper right hand corner. For those in 
groups three and four, you will see the words "HOLD TENSION." 
This means that you are to hold the clothes pin in your 
mouth during the entire time allotted for solving problem 
one. Those i n groups one and two will notice that there is 
nothing written below your group number. This means that 
you are not required t o hold the clothes p in in your mouth 
during the solving of pr oblem one and that you are to keep 
your jaw mus cles as relaxed as possible . · 
Everyone make sure that you have the right page by 
checking to see that the problem number is number one. 
Note the phrase nuse the space be low for your computa-
tions." You are to use this space a.s it has been used i n 
the demonstration problem t o make any comput ations t ha t are 
necessary . 
Record your solution below the word "solution,. as it 
was done in the demonstration problem. 
Immediate l y after recording your solution turn your 
booklet over face down. If you are holding tension , con-
tinue to hold tension until the signal STOP is given. At 
the signal STOP, those who have not already recorded their 
solution and turned their booklet over will stop working and 
turn their booklet over i mmediately. Those who are holding 
tension will release pressure on the clothes p in and remove 
it from their mouths at the signal STOP. 
We are now ready for the first problem. 
First write the letters A, B, and C and t he word 
"obtain" on your sheet as it is written on the board. 
Everyone will copy the quant ities and put them under 
the appropriate letter s I read them aloud . The same 
numbers will be placed on the board to serve as a check t o 
make sure you have copied them correctly . 
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Start vorking the problem immediately after it has been 
read to you. 
Members of groups three and four will place the clothes 
pins in t heir mouths at this time . 
At t he signal BEGIN those in groups three and four will 
press the prongs of the clothes pin toge t her and hold enough 
pressure t o keep t hem touching until t he signal STOP is 
given. At t he signal BEGIN those in groups one and two will 
relax their jaw muscles and keep them relaxed until the 
signal STOP is given. 
Ready , BEGIN. 
(The pr•oblem is read aloud) 
A B C Obtain 
89 7 32 
(Lapse time--two minutes and thirty seconds) 
STOP . Everyone should have his booklet turned face 
do1rm. 
I uould like to repeat the instructions in order t hat 
we all know the procedure to be followed. 
1. 
2 . 
4. 
Remember , no talking at any time . 
At the signal BEGI N those holding the clothes p ins in 
their mouths will press t he prongs t ogether and hold 
just enough tension to keep the prongs touching . 
Those not holding the c lothes pins in their mouths will 
let their jaw muscles relax . 
Those holding the clothes pins in their mouths will con-
tinue to hold the neces s ar y pr essure during the entire 
time allotted f or the pr oblem. •ven if you finish the 
problem before the time limit is up , continue to hold 
the tension until the signal STOP is given. 
Turn your booklet face down just as s oon as you have 
recorded the solution . 
6. At the signal STOP those holding the clothes pins will 
release and remove the clothes pins .t'rora their mouths, 
and anyone who has not finished the problem will stop· 
im.m.ediately and turn his booklet face down. 
We are now ready tor problem number two. 
8.3 
Turn your booklet over and turn to the next page. 
Cheek to make sure it is problem number two at the top of 
the page. Write the letterEJ: A, B.,. and C and the word 
"obtain'' as you did on the previous problem. Groups three 
and four will again hold t.ension during the solving of' this 
problem. Groups one and two v1ill keep their jaw muscle$ 
relsxed. 
Members of groups three and four place the clothes pins 
in your mouths. 
Ready• BEGIN. 
(This problem is read aloud) 
A 
14 
B 
163 
C 
25 
Obtain 
99 
(Lap·se tiine--two minutes and thirty seconds) 
STOP.. Rertlove the clothes pins from your mouths. Everyone 
should have h:i.s booklet turned face do-wn. 
We will begin the third problem in two minutes. During 
this short rest period everyone let your jaw muscles relax. 
(Lapse tira.e--two minutes} 
We are now r-eady for problem number three. 
IJurn your booklet over and turn to the next page. 
Check to make sure that problem number three appears at the 
top of the page.. Write the letters A, B. and C and the word 
"obtain., the same as you did on the previous problems. 
Groups three and four will. again hold tension during the 
solving of this problem. Groups one and two will keep their jaw muscles relaxed. 
Members of groups three and four place the clothes. pins 
in your mouths. 
Ready, ,BEGIN., 
(This problem is read aloud and placed on the 'board) 
A B Obtain 
18 43 
C 
10 
{Lapse time--two minutes and thirty seconds) 
STOP. 
We will have another two raimrte rest period before 
going on to the next problem. 
( Lapse time--t.wo minutes) 
We are now ready for problem number four. 
Turn your booklet over and turn to the next page. 
Check to make sure that problem number f'our appears a.t the 
top o:f the page. Write the letters A, B, and C and the word 
0 obtain" a.s you did in the previous problems. Groups three 
and four will again hold tension during the solving of this 
problem. Groups one and two will lceep their jaw muscles 
relaxed. 
Members o:f groups three and four place the clothes pins 
in your mouths. · 
Heady., BEGIN. 
(This problem is read aloud and placed on the board) 
9 
B 
l+2 6 
Obtain 
21 
(Lapse time--two minutes and thirty seconds) 
STOP. 
We will start the fifth problem in two minutes. 
{Lapse time--two minutes) 
We are now ready for problem number f'ive. 
Turn your booklet over and turn to the next page. 
Check to make sure that problem number five appears at the 
top o.f the page. Write the letters A., B., and C and the word 
nobtain" the same as you did on the previous p:r·oblems. · 
Groups three and four will again hold tension during the 
sol·ving of this problem. Groups one and two will keep their 
jaw muscles relaxed. 
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Nembers of groups three and .four place the clotho.s pins 
in your mouths. 
Ready, BEGIN. 
(This problem is read aloud and placed on the board) 
A 
20 
B 
57 
C Obtain 
3 31 
(Lapse time--two minutes and thirty seconds) 
STOP. 
We will start the sixth problem in two minutes. 
{Lapse time--two t11inutes) 
We are now res.dy to begin problen1 number six. 
Turn your booklet over a:nd tu.rn to the next page. 
Check to rnake sure that problera number six appears at the 
top of' the page. Write the letters A, B, and C and the word 
nobtainn as you have done on the other problems. 
Puring the solving of this problem, g1.,oups t;.wo and f'our 
will hold the clothes pins in their mouths. Groups one and 
three will keep their jaw muscles relaxed. Remember groups 
two and four will hold the tension, and groups one and three 
will keep their jaw muscles relaxed at the signal "BEGIN." 
Members of groups two and four place the clothes pins 
in your mouths. 
Ready, BEGIN. 
(irhis problem. is read alo1.1d and placed on the boa1..,d) 
A 
23 
B 
1.18 ,-
C 
3 
(Lapse time--thirty seconds) 
s:i10:P. 
Obtain 
20 
We ·will proceed with problem number seven in two 
minutes. 
(Lapse time--two minutes) 
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We are now resi.d-y to begin problem numbe.:i::• seven. 
Turn your booklet over and ttlX'n to the next page. 
Check to make sure that proble1r1 number seven appears· at the 
top of the page. During the solving of this problem~ groups 
two and f'our will again hold tension. Groups one and three 
will keep their jaw muscles as rela.."ted as possible. 
(This problem is read aloud and placed on the board) 
j\ B '"" Obtain \.J, 
28 78 3 25 
(Lapse time ... -one minute and thirty seconds) 
STOP. 
We will begi..ri the :final problem i:n two minutes. 
(Lapse time--two minutes) 
We are no·w ready to begin problera number eight. 
Turn your booklet over and turn to the next page. 
Check to make sure that Pl"Oblem number e.ight appears at the 
top o:f the page. Write the letters A~ B, and C and the word 
llobtainn as you have done on the other problems. 
During the solving of' this problem. groups two and four 
will again hold tension. G:t"oups one and three will keep 
their jaw muscles rela.xed. 
Menibei-·s of groups two and -four place the clothes pins 
in your mouths. 
Ready, BEGIN. 
(This problem is l"ead aloud and placed on the board} 
A B C Obtain 
19 53 ~. 23 
(Lapse time--two minutes and. thirty seconds) 
Thia completes the test. If you have seen a se1:>ies of' 
problems of th.is nature, and knoi(,J what these problems are 
measuring, then put on the back of' your booklet what it is 
we are measuring in th.is experiment. 
You may leave your test booklet and clothes p.in on your 
seat. You a1.,e dismissed. 
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